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the Emitter Coefficient? Do you suggest that you keep pressure constant and leak size constant, and let Emitter Coefficient determine the leak flow? Why did you choose this method? How do you model a leak in Epanet? 11. Line 144. Why 1972 simulations? 12. Line 144. Did you also simulate leaks at different times? E.g. at 6 am; at 3 pm; et cetera. 13. Line 172. This seems very precise. How large is the area the you researched? 14. Line 187. Change “number of sensor node” to “sensor node number” 15. Line 210-2015. Why is this? Why simple linear band? 16. Line 225. What is the average demand in the area? Can you show a graph of an average day of measured water demand? 17. Line 225. For how long was de leak simulated? 15 minutes? 1 hours? ?? 18. Line 240. What is simulated (red line?) and what is measured (green squares?)? Please explain

Please also note the supplement to this comment:
https://www.drink-water-eng-sci-discuss.net/dwes-2020-3/dwes-2020-3-RC1-supplement.pdf